
Batch Production of Driving 
Distances and Times Using SAS® 
and Web Map APIs 

Using URL Access method – 
fast and reliable 



Prerequisite  

 Base SAS (Advanced 
knowledge – understand url 
access method) 

 Internet connection 

 API account  (optional) – free, 
paid (depending upon need) 

 Basic knowledge of API 

 Understand basic structure of 
XML 

 



Background – Why Driving Distance? 

 Find nearest hospital, service center or 
retail store 

 Cost-effective delivery route 

 Site selection for service delivery 

 Policy decision for infrastructure 
development 

 May have impact on treatment plan e.g. 
in case of EMS carrying injured patient 
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Traditional Methods of Distance Calculation 

 New tools in SAS® 9.2 for geo-
distance analysis 

 Various map tools 

 Distance by lat-long or postal code 
pairs – options available 

 It calculates - Spatial /  Aerial / 
Straight line / “as the crow flies” 
distance 
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Straight Line Distance  

 Straight line distance ≠ 
Driving distance 

 Straight line distance ≠ 
Travel time 



Spatial Distance  
%MACRO geodist (lat1,long1,lat2,long2, unit) ; 

    %local ct ; 
    %let ct = constant('pi')/180 ; 
    %if %upcase(&unit) = KM %then %let radius = 6371 ; 
    %else %if %upcase(&unit) = MI %then %let radius = 3959 ; 
        &radius * ( 2 * arsin(min(1,sqrt( sin( ((&lat2 - 

&lat1)*&ct)/2 )**2 + cos(&lat1*&ct) * cos(&lat2*&ct) * sin( 
((&long2 - &long1)*&ct)/2 )**2) ))); 

%MEND; 

DATA pcs_dist; 

    set pcs; 

    distance = %geodist (lat1,long1,lat2,long2, KM); 

RUN; 
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What Do We Do? 

 Web map? 

 Satellite navigator? 

 Smart phone? 

 Does it work for batch 
production? 



Web Map 

 Google 

 Bing 

 Yahoo 

 MapQuest 
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Reading HTML 

 Slow 

 Code changes 

 Cannot control the desired 
option e.g. fastest/shortest 
route, traffic etc. 

 Not suitable for batch 
production 



API 

An application programming interface 
(API) is a particular set of rules ('code') 
and specifications that software 
programs can follow to communicate 
with each other. It serves as an 
interface between different software 
programs and facilitates their 
interaction, similar to the way the user 
interface facilitates interaction between 
humans and computers. 



SAS Power for API 

 Can read underlying XML file 
in the background 

 Can parse XML 

 Can fetch desired value from 
underlying HTML or XML 

 Can interact with API in the 
background  



XML of MapQuest APIs  
 http://www.mapquestapi.com/directions/v1/route?key=(k

ey)&outFormat=xml&unit=k&routeType=shortest&narrati
veType=none&from=m4c5l8&to=m2p2b7 
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http://www.mapquestapi.com/directions/v1/route?key=(key)&outFormat=xml&unit=k&routeType=shortest&narrativeType=none&from=m4c5l8&to=m2p2b7
http://www.mapquestapi.com/directions/v1/route?key=(key)&outFormat=xml&unit=k&routeType=shortest&narrativeType=none&from=m4c5l8&to=m2p2b7
http://www.mapquestapi.com/directions/v1/route?key=(key)&outFormat=xml&unit=k&routeType=shortest&narrativeType=none&from=m4c5l8&to=m2p2b7


Output Controls 

 outFormat=xml (the other option is JSON) 

 unit=k (k for kilometer and m for mile) 

 routeType=shortest (it could be fastest, if preferred) 

 narrativeType=none (to get minimum data in the XML file) 

 from=m4c5l8 (beginning postal code) 

 to=m2p2b7 (end postal code) 
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http://www.mapquestapi.com/directions/v1/route?key=(key)&outFormat=xml&unit=k&routeType=shortest&narrativeType=none&from=m4c5l8&to=m2p2b7
http://www.mapquestapi.com/directions/v1/route?key=(key)&outFormat=xml&unit=k&routeType=shortest&narrativeType=none&from=m4c5l8&to=m2p2b7
http://www.mapquestapi.com/directions/v1/route?key=(key)&outFormat=xml&unit=k&routeType=shortest&narrativeType=none&from=m4c5l8&to=m2p2b7


Writing The Macro 

 Checking Dataset and Counting the Number of Postal 
Codes (optional) 

 URL Access to API 

 Looping Through Postal Code Pairs 

 Parsing the XML 

%distance_time  

(ds=pc, pc1=p1, pc2=p2  

out=dist_time); 

 

 

Please refer to code 
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API Solution in SAS 

 Step 1: Checking Dataset (optional) 

 Step 2: Counting the Number of Postal Codes 

 Step 3: Looping Through Postal Code Pairs 

 Step 4: URL Access to API 

 Step 5: Parsing the XML 



Checking Dataset (optional) 

 Prxmatch 

 '/[a-zA-Z]\d[a-zA-Z]\s?\d[a-zA-Z]\d/' 
for Canadian Postal code 

 '/\d{5}-\d{4}/' for US zip 



Counting the Number of Postal Codes 

 Prepare the dataset of postal 
codes for looping through 

 call symputx 



Looping Through Postal Code Pairs 

 This step will go through each pair 
of postal codes, construct an API 
query string for submission and 
processing 

 %do j=1 %to  



URL Access to API 

 URL access method connects 
to the MapQuest API, submits 
the query string and reads the 
output XML file – pair by pair 

 filename x url 



Parsing the XML 

 The “input” statement  by 
positioning the pointer at 
"<statusCode>", "<distance>" and 
"<time>" to fetch their values. If the 
return status is not "OK", an error 
code (-2) will be written to the final 
data set. There could be several 
reasons when the status is not 
"OK" even after valid format of 
postal codes e.g. invalid or retired 
postal codes. When both the postal 
codes are same then the distance 
and time values would "0" (zero). 



Discussions 

Parsing XML in SAS is not new, but fetching data in XML 
from an interactive website is. This method uses the 
combined power of SAS® and an API with reasonable 
control over the web data. It is both fast and reliable. 

It depends upon web service which has some limitations on 
number queries per day. Sending data over internet may 
also be issue for some cases. 

The full macro is provided in our published paper: 

http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings12/091-2012.pdf 
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Questions?  
Thank You  

Ash Roy 
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